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The Southern Baptist Review and Eclectic
Encyclopedia of Southern Baptists
A Guide to Worship Ministry centers on four main areas of worship ministry: preparing for worship ministry, leading the
worship ministry, preparing for Sunday, and discipling the generations through worship ministry. The book addresses topics
such as discerning your call to ministry, working on a church staff, planning and leading worship services, and equipping
your worship teams. A Guide to Worship Ministry looks at the day-to-day work of the worship minister, offering insights and
personal stories. It is an important book for those getting started in worship ministry and a refresher for those who have
years of experience in ministry.

Pentecostal Currents in American Protestantism
Perspectives on Church Government presents in counterpoint form the basic models of church government which have
developed over the course of church history with a view toward determining which is most faithful to Scripture. Each
chapter will be written by a prominent person from within each tradition—with specific guidelines dealing with the biblical,
historical, and theological issues within each governance tradition. In addition, each writer will have the opportunity to give
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a brief response to the other traditions.

Towards Baptist Catholicity
The Mission of Today’s Church is a compelling collection of twelve essays from current Baptist leaders addressing three
major questions: (1) What does it mean to be a Christian today on individual, group, and societal levels? (2) How can
Southern Baptists best work together? and (3) What is next for the Southern Baptist denomination? Those addressing these
key topics in-depth include Stan Norman (“Together We Grow: Congregational Polity as a Form of Corporate
Sanctification”), Ed Stetzer (“The Missional Nature of the Church”), and Daniel Akin (“Ten Mandates for Southern Baptists”).
Among the many other contributors are Chad Brand, Charles Kelley, and Jim Richards.

Order and Ardor
The New Worship
A classic treatise on the meaning, expression, planning, and leading of Christian worship, originally written by the late
Franklin Segler and now updated by Randall Bradley for this third edition, with more emphasis on contemporary issues.

"I Will Sing the Wondrous Story"
Religion has long been a source of identity for many Southerners, and the Appalachian areas in particular have proven to be
a virtual fortress protecting faith and culture. Yet, in a region popularly thought to be religiously homogeneous,
congregations reflect a wide range of doctrinal differences over such issues as conversion, ministerial leadership, and the
authority on which a church bases its core beliefs. Profiling the prominent Christian traditions in southern Appalachia, this
book brings together contributions by twenty scholars who have long studied the religious practices found in the region's
cities, small towns, and rural communities. These authors provide insights into not only the independent mountain churches
that are strongly linked to local customs but also the mainline and other religious bodies that have a significant presence in
Appalachia but are not strictly associated with it. The essays explore the nature of ministry within these various churches,
show the impact of broader culture on religion in the region, and consider the question of whether previously isolated,
tradition-based churches can retain their distinctiveness in a changing world. One group of chapters focuses on elements of
mountain religion as seen in the beliefs and practices of mountain Holiness folk, serpent handlers, and various Baptist
traditions. Later chapters review the history and activities of other denominations, including Southern Baptist, Presbyterian,
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Wesleyan/Holiness, Church of God, and Roman Catholic. Also considered are the economic history of the region, popular
religiosity, and the role of church-affiliated colleges. Taken together, these essays offer a richly nuanced understanding of
Christianity in Appalachia. The Editor: Bill J. Leonard is dean of the Divinity School at Wake Forest University. His other
books include Out of One, Many: American Religion and American Pluralism and God's Last and Only Hope: The
Fragmentation of the Southern Baptist Convention. The Contributors: Monica Kelly Appleby, Donald N. Bowdle, Mary Lee
Daugherty, Melvin E. Dieter, Howard Dorgan, Anthony Dunnavant, Gary Farley, Samuel S. Hill, Loyal Jones, Helen Lewis,
Charles H. Lippy, Bill J. Leonard, Deborah Vansau McCauley, Lou F. McNeil, Marcia Clark Myers, Bennett Poage, Ira Read,
James Sessions, Barbara Ellen Smith, H. Davis Yeuell.

Christian worship, its theology and practice
Forgiving What You Can't Forget
An alternative to the controversial New Baptist Covenant, Southern Baptist Consensus and Renewal calls Southern Baptists
to boldly unite and renew their commitment to the gospel, biblical authority, and their confessional heritage. Endorsements
"Finally, Southern Baptists of the twenty-first century are shown the way back home. David Dockery, in the convincing and
studied manner so typical of all his writings, calls for a fresh return to our theological, educational, and missiological roots . .
. (providing) a compass by which to steer us out of our doldrums and onto the high seas of effectiveness." —Tom Eliff,
senior vice president, International Mission Board, and former president, Southern Baptist Convention. "A comprehensive
and challenging mandate . . . It calls our denomination to nothing less than a Great Commission resurgence rooted in the
great biblical and theological truths that we hold in common. It is my prayer that this book will not only be read, but that its
vision will be embraced." —Daniel L. Akin, president, Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary "Southern Baptists stand at
a crossroads today . . . David Dockery, one of our finest scholar-statesmen, points the way toward a more constructive
future for a denomination called to reclaim its founding purpose of ‘eliciting, combining, and directing’ its energies in
sharing the message of Jesus Christ with all the world." —Timothy George, founding dean, Beeson Divinity School "These
are turbulent days in the Southern Baptist Convention . . . Our churches are struggling to reach people in a postmodern
culture. Dockery reminds us that we cannot yield the gains the Convention has made in its commitment to truth and
doctrinal fidelity. Yet, he offers a plan for renewal and consensus within our confessional heritage." —Thom S. Rainer,
president, LifeWay Christian Resources; coauthor of Simple Church "A skillful analysis of the forces and factors which have
made us who we are; a masterful discussion of theological issues that should pull us together and point us toward unity."
—Frank S. Page, president, Southern Baptist Convention
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Southern Baptist Handbook
Family Worship
Removing the Stain of Racism from the Southern Baptist Convention
Baptists are not often thought of as leading theologians and practitioners of worship. But forgotten in history is one crucial
fact: the Baptist tradition formed out of a desire to worship God purely. Early Baptists devoted immense energy to
questions of worship and drew conclusions of even contemporary value. Through the seismic liturgical shifts of English
society in the seventeenth century, worship was both their most galvanizing and disintegrating impulse. As time passed and
terminology changed and Baptists shied away from this divisive topic, this emphasis was lost. No one today considers
worship a Baptist distinctive. Pure Worship re-creates the fascinating historical context of the early years of the English
Baptists. Examining many thousands of manuscript pages, Matthew Ward pieces together an entire theology of worship
that not only guided the early Baptists but also attracted the attention of many elements of English Christianity. Baptist
thoughts on worship were neither minor nor tangential but the very heart of what distinguished them from the rest of
England. Pure Worship offers a complete reenvisioning of what it meant to be an early Baptist and reveals their
overwhelming desire to be known as pure worshippers of God.

Breaking the Islam Code
The Axioms of Religion
Students of worship have read and re-read White's book for generations. James White's classic Christian worship text,
revised and updated for the first time in more than twenty years. Author Ed Phillips was one of White's graduate students.
He is joined by practitioners and teachers from emerging generations, who contribute timely and well-researched material
from their own areas of expertise. This new content brings the original up to date, filling significant gaps since the original
publication on topics like technology, arts, embodiment in and of worship, pluralism and multiculturalism, denominational
changes, and changes in the spaces and forms of worship, including worship in the age of pandemics. This new edition will
take its place on the shelf of every student, pastor, and leader of Christian worship.
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The Baptist Heritage
In Baptists and the Emerging Church Movement, David Rathel examines the major ecclesiological proposals of the emerging
church movement. Though many theologians argue that the emerging church movement emphasizes epistemology, Rathel
contends that its primary concern is ecclesiology. Emerging church leaders offer a number of important ecclesiological
proposals, including restructuring traditional church leadership models to accommodate the rise of postmodernity, changing
the mission of the church so that the church may strike a more "missional" tone in contemporary culture, removing the
categories of "in" or "out" within the church body, and adopting the multi-site church model. In assessing these proposals,
Rathel draws upon historic Baptist convictions about the nature of the church, using Baptists' ecclesiological distinctives
and long history of ecclesiological thought as a helpful reference point. This book will not only serve as a guide for those
who wish to learn of emerging church ecclesiology, it will also be an aid to Baptists who wish to evaluate recent trends in
ecclesiology in light of their denominational distinctives.

The Modern Age, 1789-1889
The origins of the Southern Baptist Convention, the world’s largest Protestant denomination, is most often traced back to
the colorful, revivalist Separate Baptist movement that rose out of the Great Awakening in the mid-1700s. During that same
period the American South was likewise home to the often-overlooked Regular Baptists, who also experienced a remarkable
revitalization and growth. Regular Baptists combined a concern for orderly doctrine and church life with the ardor of George
Whitefield’s evangelical awakening. In Order and Ardor, Eric C. Smith examines the vital role of Regular Baptists through
the life of Oliver Hart, pastor of First Baptist Church in Charleston, South Carolina, a prominent patriot during the American
Revolution, and one of the most important pioneers of American Baptists and American evangelicalism. In this first booklength study of Hart’s life and ministry, Smith reframes Regular Baptists as belonging to an influential revival movement
that contributed significantly to creating the modern Southern Baptist denomination, challenging the widely held perception
that they resisted the Great Awakening. During Hart’s thirty-year service as the pastor of First Baptist Church, the Regular
Baptists incorporated evangelical and revivalist values into their existing doctrine. Hart encouraged cooperative missions
and education across the South, founding the Charleston Baptist Association in 1751 and collaborating with leaders of other
denominations to spread evangelical revivalism. Order and Ardor analyzes the most intense, personal experience of revival
in Hart’s ministry—an awakening among the youths of his own congregation in 1754 through the emergence of a vibrant
thirst for religious guidance and a concern for their own souls. This experience was a testimony to Hart’s revival piety—the
push for evangelical Calvinism. It reinforced his evangelical activism, hallmarks of the Great Awakening that appear
prominently in Hart’s diaries, letters, sermon manuscripts, and other remaining documents. Extensively researched and
written with clarity, Order and Ardor offers an enlightened view of eighteenth-century Regular Baptists. Smith
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contextualizes Hart’s life and development as a man of faith, revealing the patterns and priorities of his personal spirituality
and pastoral ministry that identify him as a critically important evangelical revivalist leader in the colonial lower South.

Christianity in Appalachia
Shows pastors how to balance new worship ideas with the traditional while focusing on the purpose of praise and fellowship.

Learning to Speak God from Scratch
Nothing is more essential than knowing how to worship the God who created us. This book focuses readers on the
essentials of God-honoring worship, combining biblical foundations with practical application in a way that works in the real
world. The author, a pastor and noted songwriter, skillfully instructs pastors, musicians, and church leaders so that they can
root their congregational worship in unchanging scriptural principles, not divisive cultural trends. Bob Kauflin covers a
variety of topics such as the devastating effects of worshiping the wrong things, how to base our worship on God's selfrevelation rather than our assumptions, the fuel of worship, the community of worship, and the ways that eternity's worship
should affect our earthly worship. Appropriate for Christians from varied backgrounds and for various denominations, this
book will bring a vital perspective to what readers think they understand about praising God.

Worship Matters (Foreword by Paul Baloche)
A Guide to Worship Ministry
Together, and separately, black and white Baptists created different but intertwined cultures that profoundly shaped the
South. Adopting a biracial and bicultural focus, Paul Harvey works to redefine southern religious history, and by extension
southern c

Introduction to Christian Worship
In this Urbana Onward minibook, Sandra Van Opstal argues that culturally diverse worship practices create a space for us to
encounter the mission of God. Such a missional approach to worship, she promises, will renew the church's vision and
witness, proclaiming that the kingdom of God is here, accomplishing reconciliation, justice and shalom.
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Rhythms of Grace
'Towards Baptist Catholicity: Essays on Tradition and the Baptist Vision' contends that the reconstruction of the Baptist
vision in the wake of modernity's dissolution requires a retrieval of the ancient ecumenical tradition that forms Christian
identity through liturgical rehearsal and ecclesial practice. Themes explored include catholic identity as an emerging trend
in Baptist theology, tradition as a theological category in Baptist perspective, the relationship between Baptist confessions
of faith and the patristic tradition, the importance of Trinitarian catholicity for Baptist faith and practice, catholicity in
biblical interpretation, Karl Barth as a paradigm for a Baptist and evangelical retrieval of the patristic theological tradition,
worship as a principal bearer of tradition, and the role of Baptist higher education in shaping the Christian vision. This book
submits that the proposed movement towards catholicity is neither a betrayal of cherished Baptist principles nor the
introduction of alien elements into the Baptist tradition. Rather, the envisioned retrieval of catholicity in the liturgy,
theology, and catechesis of Baptist churches is rooted in a recovery of the surprisingly catholic ecclesial outlook of the
earliest Baptists, an outlook that has become obscured by more recent modern reinterpretations of the Baptist vision and
that provides Baptist precedent of a more intentional movement towards Baptist catholicity today.

Baptists and the Emerging Church Movement
Southern Baptist Consensus and Renewal
Worship is dialogue. It is more than that, but it is not less than that. The way Baptists have worshiped for three and a half
centuries demonstrates this consistently, in spite of their penchant for freedom and autonomy. No one tells Baptists how to
order their worship services. They don’t have a common liturgy that they must follow, and yet their services look
remarkably similar. This is largely due to two controlling factors in their worship: The Bible that they embrace as inspired,
inerrant, authoritative, and sufficient; and the Christ-revealing gospel that is contained within its pages. When the word of
God is followed closely, a shape for worship order begins to emerge. It is the same “gospel-shape” that is found throughout
the Bible. When the word of God is applied to a worship service in which God and his people are engaged in a worship
conversation, a consistent contour of gospel elements and content begins to emerge that reveals the glory of the Christ we
gather to worship. He is so glorious that when we behold him, we are transformed into the same image from one degree to
another. This is the power of corporate worship (2 Cor 3).

Hymns and Spiritual Songs
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Redeeming the South
Is it singing? A church service? All of life? Helping Christians think more theologically about the nature of true worship,
Rhythms of Grace shows how the gospel is all about worship and worship is all about the gospel. Mike Cosper ultimately
answers the question: What is worship?

By a Dream Possessed
*#1 New York Times Bestseller* You deserve to stop suffering because of what other people have done to you. Have you
ever felt stuck in a cycle of unresolved pain, playing offenses over and over in your mind? You know you can't go on like
this, but you don't know what to do next. Lysa TerKeurst has wrestled through this journey. But in surprising ways, she’s
discovered how to let go of bound-up resentment and overcome the resistance to forgiving people who aren’t willing to
make things right. With deep empathy, therapeutic insight, and rich Bible teaching coming out of more than 1,000 hours of
theological study, Lysa will help you: Learn how to move on when the other person refuses to change and never says
they're sorry. Walk through a step-by-step process to free yourself from the hurt of your past and feel less offended today.
Discover what the Bible really says about forgiveness and the peace that comes from living it out right now. Identify what's
stealing trust and vulnerability from your relationships so you can believe there is still good ahead. Disempower the triggers
hijacking your emotions by embracing the two necessary parts of forgiveness.

The Mission of Today's Church
The Southern Baptist Convention (SBC) has a historical stain. The SBC once affirmed slavery and openly opposed and
condemned abolitionists. Even though the convention repented of this sin publicly, a profound divide between the white
majority and the black and brown minority still exists for many churches. This stain is more than historical fact; it prohibits
Southern Baptist churches from embracing the one new man in Christ promised in Ephesians 2:11–22 and from
participating in the new song of the saints from every tongue, tribe, people, and nation in Revelation 5:9. The glorious
gospel of Jesus Christ commands all his followers to do our part in removing racism from our midst. Removing the Stain of
Racism from the Southern Baptist Convention is a powerful and practical call to sacrifice, humility, and perseverance—along
with a relentless commitment to Christian unity—for the sake of the gospel and our brothers and sisters in Christ.

Perspectives on Church Government
This sixth volume of Hughes Oliphant Old's monumental, acclaimed study of preaching throughout history, The Modern Age,
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tells the story of preaching and worship from the French Revolution to the fall of the Berlin Wall (1789-1989). During this
period preaching continued to support the historic Christian faith while the church undertook to resist secularization, come
to grips with biblical criticism, and initiate bold overseas missions. Opening with the revived Catholic Order of Preachers,
continental Protestants such as Abraham Kuyper, and the self-consciously modern preaching of Friedrich Schleiermacher,
Old moves on to consider Victorian figures such as John Henry Newman and Charles Haddon Spurgeon. He carefully lays out
the tensions between Old and New School Calvinism as well as the beginnings of black preaching and the great American
tradition of Charles Finney, Dwight L. Moody, Harry Emerson Fosdick, and many more. In the twentieth century Old's focus
falls on the crises of the two world wars, especially the courageous ministries of German, Dutch, and Hungarian preachers
during the Third Reich.

A Commentary on The Baptist Faith and Message 2000
Baptists have a long and rich heritage of congregational song. The hymns Baptists have sung and the books from which
they have sung them have been shaping forces for Baptist theology, worship, and piety. Baptist authors and composers
have provided songs that have made an impact not only among Baptists in America but also across denominational and
geographic lines. Congregational singing continues to be a key component of Baptist worship in the twenty-first century.

Annual of the Southern Baptist Convention
"Pentecostal Currents in American Protestantism addresses the theme of encounter within the Protestant faith by exploring
moments in which identities and boundaries have been established or challenged as the Pentecostal and charismatic
movements have taken their place on the American religious scene. Examining topics as diverse as the animosity that
marked Pentecostalism's encounter with the Holiness movement, the forms and results of engagement between
Pentecostal missionaries and Protestant mission boards in China, and the response of Southern and American Baptists to
the charismatic renewal, contributors show how the confluence of the mainstream with other streams brings about
questioning, realignment, and change."

The Reading and Preaching of the Scriptures in the Worship of the Christian Church, Vol. 7
The Reading and Preaching of the Scriptures in the Worship of the Christian Church is a multivolume study by Hughes
Oliphant Old that canvasses the history of preaching from the words of Moses at Mount Sinai through modern times. In
Volume 1, The Biblical Period, Old begins his survey by discussing the roots of the Christian ministry of the Word in the
worship of Israel. He then examines the preaching of Christ and the Apostles. Finally, Old looks at the development and
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practice of Christian preaching in the second and third centuries, concluding with the ministry of Origen.

Southern Baptist Missionary Journal
World events won’t let North Americans ignore Muslims anymore. Whether those Muslims are villagers in Iraq or neighbors
down the street, Breaking the Islam Code offers everyday Christians profound insight into the way Muslims think and feel.
J.D. Greear’s ability to communicate challenging heart truth, plus his expertise in Christian and Islamic theology and two
years’ experience in a Muslim-dominated area, make him the perfect author for this empowering, insightful, reader-friendly
book. It transcends traditional apologetics, focusing on helping Christians *understand what is deep in Muslims’ hearts,
behind their theology—which will lead to friendship and effective communication of the gospel *respectfully turn many of
the primary objections into opportunities to share the faith *avoid unnecessarily offending Muslims they’re interacting with
Readers will be excited that sharing Christ with Muslims is something they can do—as everyday Christians in their own
cities, campuses, and workplaces. www.breakingtheislamcode.com

Baptists and Worship
In a rapidly changing culture, many of us struggle to talk about faith. We can no longer assume our friends understand
words such as grace or gospel. Others, like lost and sin, have become so negative they are nearly conversation-enders.
Jonathan Merritt knows this frustration well. After moving from the Bible Belt to New York City, he discovered that the
sacred terms he used to describe his spiritual life didn’t connect as they had in the past. This launched him into an
exploration of an increasing American reluctance to talk about faith—and the data he uncovered revealed a quiet crisis of
affecting millions. In this groundbreaking book, Jonathan revives ancient expressions through incisive cultural commentary,
vulnerable personal narratives, and surprising biblical insights. Both provocative and liberating, Learning to Speak God from
Scratch will breathe new life into your spiritual conversations and invite you into the embrace of the God who inhabits them.

Baptist Handbook for Church Members
Gathering together for worship is an indispensable part of your family’s spiritual life. It is a means for God to reveal himself
to you and your loved ones in a powerful way. This practical guide by Donald S. Whitney will prove invaluable to
families—with or without children in the home—as they practice God-glorifying, Christ-exalting worship through Bible
reading, prayer, and singing. Includes a discussion guide in the back for small groups.

Pure Worship
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Southern Baptist Periodical Index
Reformation Worship
Twenty-six liturgies, including historical introductions that provide fresh analysis into their origins, are invaluable tools for
pastors and worship leaders as they seek to craft public worship services in the great tradition of the early Reformers. The
structure of the liturgies, language, and rhythm continue to communicate the gospel in word and sacrament today. They
provide a deep sense of Gods call to worship and an appreciation for the Reformers as, first and foremost, men who wanted
to help Gods people worship. This book will also be of great interest to theological scholars and students who wish to
understand early Reformation leaders. A useful tool for individuals, Reformation Worship, can be used as a powerful
devotional to guide daily prayer and reflection. Christians learn to worship from the generations of God's people who have
worshipped before them. We sing psalms, because thousands of years ago, God's people sang them. Five hundred years
ago, the leaders of the Reformation transformed Christian worship by encouraging the active participation and
understanding of the individual worshiper. Christian worship today is built on this foundation. Jonathan Gibson and Mark
Earngey have made worship resources from the Reformation era accessible by compiling the most comprehensive
collection of liturgies from that era into newly translated modern English from the original German, Dutch, French, Latin,
and early English. By providing a connection to Reformation worship, Gibson and Earngey hope that through their work
readers will experience what John Calvin described to be the purpose of all church worship: To what end is the preaching of
the Word, the sacraments, the holy congregations themselves, and indeed the whole external government of the church,
except th

The Mission of Worship
River Road Church, Baptist
The Baptist Heritage: Four Century of Baptist Witness H. Leon McBeth's 'The Baptist heritage' is a definitive, fresh
interpretation of Baptist history. Based on primary source research, the book combines the best features of chronological
and topical history to bring alive the story of Baptists around the world.
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